Abstract. In a systematic erasure code for the correction of two simultaneous erasures, each information symbol must have two associated parity symbols. When implemented in a redundant array of independent disks (RAID), performance requirements on the update penalty necessitate that each information symbol be associated with no more parity symbols than the two required. This leads to a simple graph model of the erasure codes, with parity symbols as vertices and information symbols as edges. Based on simulations of RAID performance, an ordering of the edges in which every sequence of three consecutive edges in the order induces as few vertices as possible is found to optimize access performance of the disk array. The ladder orderings to optimize performance are shown to exist for the complete graph ÃÒ , except possibly when Ò ¾ ½ ½ ¾¾ .
Background
½µ . Then, when sets of edges that are consecutive under the ordering are accessed, the graphs represent the possible subgraphs accessed. In the application to be described, the cost of accessing a subgraph of consecutive edges is measured by the sum of the number of edges and the number of vertices of nonzero degree in the subgraph. Since each has edges, any reduction in access cost results from varying the numbers of vertices. Hence we define Ò to be the number of vertices of nonzero degree in . The -access cost of graph under ordering is defined to be
When minimizes the -access cost over all edge orderings of , it is a -optimal ordering for ; similarly, when it maximizes -access cost, it is -pessimal. In this paper, we examine optimal and pessimal orderings for the complete graph Ã Ò , determining their -access costs for small values of .
An Application to RAID
Secondary storage devices play an important role in system performance. Improvements in magnetic disk speed have not kept pace with improvements in CPU performance. Current systems therefore have the potential to be I/O bound. This, coupled with the requirement for high reliability and availability, has resulted in use of redundant arrays of independent disks (RAID). RAID maps larger disk reads or writes to multiple smaller reads and writes. It splits (stripes) these across several disks in parallel along a parity stripe. Redundant information is maintained in order to reconstruct the array in the case of disk failure. Parity computations are employed to retain the redundant information.
A catastrophic failure renders disks unreadable; this is an erasure.
A code that corrects for Ø erasures is a Ø-erasure code. One important metric in disk array architecture is the update penalty. This is the number of disks whose contents must be changed each time a write occurs on a single disk in the array. In a Ø-erasure code, the minimal update penalty is Ø.
In the schemes that we examine, there are · disks. Within each stripe across these disks, positions are reserved for information while express parity functions of the information. The code used is systematic, because information is expressed in an unencoded format. The equations for an erasure code using parity for redundancy in disk arrays can be represented as a a parity check matrix, À È Á℄. This is a ¢´ · µ matrix where the columns of È are indexed by the information disks, the columns of Á are indexed by check disks and the rows of È and Á by the check disks. Á is the ¢ identity matrix. A disk failure is recoverable if and only if the failed columns are linearly independent modulo 2 [8] .
In this setting, for each write to an information disk, we must also update each of its check disks.
Writes are expensive operations in a disk array. Update penalty is a useful metric, but it fails to describe the observed write penalty. Con-sider writing information to the array. One method is to write to each information disk to be updated; then each of the information disks in their equations is read, in order to calculate the new parity; and lastly the changed parity is written to each of the check disks. This is unnecessarily expensive when writing to a small fraction of disks in an array. For large disk arrays with multiple erasure protection, when the number of disks to be written is relatively small compared with the number of information disks, all writes are implemented as a read-modify-write (see [5, 9] ). To write to a disk, we only need to calculate the change to its check disks, before updating them. Therefore we read all of the check and information disks involved. Then the change to the parity is computed, the check disks are written and the new data is written. For a write involving only one information disk in a 2-erasure code, this requires six I/O accesses.
The actual penalty for an update penalty of Ø is ¾Ø · Ò accesses where Ò is the number of information disks. For small writes, this is less expensive than reading the entire stripe.
Our previous work on 3-erasures shows that the ordering of the parity check matrix may reduce the observed update penalty when writing across three disks at a time [4, 5] . Since information disks share check disks, we can improve the observed penalty if we impose an ordering and assume some intermediate buffering or parity logging (see [4, 13] ). If data is striped sequentially along disks in a parity check matrix and these disks share check disks, the actual number of reads and writes can be reduced.
We apply our work on 3-erasures to 2-erasure codes. Although triple erasures are of theoretical interest, the high write penalty makes them less attractive in a commercial setting. Optimized 2-erasure codes are perceived to be of real interest and hence are the focus of our study.
Hellerstein et al. [8] discuss ordering of columns in the parity check matrix for 2 and 3-erasures for the purpose of balancing the reconstruction costs when varying the number of information disks in the array. They did not explore the orderings examined here, however.
The connection to ladder and other edge orderings is as follows. Columns of the parity check matrix contain two '1' entries, and hence if we interpret check disks as vertices, every information disk is associated with an unordered pair of check disks, i.e. with an edge. The parity check matrix therefore represents a graph; indeed if it does correct two erasures, the graph has no multiple edges. Therefore the maximum number of in-formation disks that can be employed corresponds to the selection of the complete graph to form the parity check matrix. If we label the first columns of the parity check matrix with distinct pairs on vertices and then label the identity portion of the matrix with · ½ through · we form a parity check matrix. If we then order the columns using a ladder ordering of the corresponding graph, and stripe data sequentially, this provides an optimal overlap for writes on three disks; we see later that it also provides a nearly optimal overlap on four or five disks.
The performance benefits of ordering may extend to codes other than the model described here, assuming that it is a linear code based on an underlying parity check matrix.
Ladder orderings of pairs
In typical disk array operations, small reads and writes are frequently encountered. For this reason, it is valuable to optimize edge orderings for small values of . Moreover, the reduction of check disk overhead argues for the use of dense graphs; hence we concentrate on access costs of the complete graph Ã Ò .
When
½, every ordering has access cost 2, and the ordering is immaterial to the disk array performance. When ¾, two consecutive edges can intersect so that Ò ¿, or can be disjoint so that Ò Proof. First suppose that Ò is even and Ò ½¼. Then Ã Ò has a onefactorization, which is a partition of its edges into Ò ½ subgraphs each containing Ò ¾ disjoint edges [14] ; each subgraph is a one-factor. Produce the pessimal ordering by listing all edges of each one-factor in turn; within the listing for a one-factor, choose the first edge to be disjoint from the last two of the previous one-factor, and the second to be disjoint from the last one of the previous one-factor. This can be done since Ò ½¼. An ad hoc solution for Ò is easily found.
V Second suppose that Ò is odd and Ò ½½. Then Ã Ò has a near onefactorization [14] , which is a partition of its edges into Ò subgraphs each containing´Ò ½µ ¾ disjoint edges; each subgraph is a near one-factor.
Proceed as before. An ad hoc solution for Ò is easily produced.
This proof generalizes easily to produce pessimal orderings for window whenever Ò ¾. However, in RAID performance, our primary concern is with optimal orderings. When ¿, the access cost for a specific subgraph is at least 3, and at most 6. When three consecutive edges induce a triangle, we have access cost 3 and this is the only situation accounting for this minimum. However, when We describe direct constructions for ladder orderings; in some cases, we obtain the extra condition that the ordering is also circular.
Ò ½´ÑÓ µ
The case when Ò ½´ÑÓ µ is in some sense the simplest, and also serves to illustrate the general strategy used. We treat two cases modulo 
Ò ¼´ÑÓ µ
When Ò ¼´ÑÓ µ, the number of edges in Ã Ò is not a multiple of Ò, and hence the strategy for Ò ½´ÑÓ µ cannot be applied directly.
Nevertheless a small variation in the method does suffice. We employ the element set Ò ½ together with a single fixed element ½. A ladder ordering for Ò is: 0,1; 0,2; 1,2; 1,3; 2,3; 2,4; 3,4; 3,5; 4,5; 4,1; 5,1; 5,6; 1,6; 1,7; 6,7; 6,2; 7,2; 2,5; 7,5; 5,0; 7,0; 7,3; 0,3; 3,6; 0,6; 0,4; 6,4; 4,7.
Ò ¿´ÑÓ µ
When Ò ¿´ÑÓ µ, the number of edges is odd. This poses a different type of problem, but we can exploit similar ideas once again. We first write Ò Ø · ¿ and consider the Ò ¾ elements in Ø·½ together with two fixed elements ½ ½ and ½ ¾ . Arithmetic is to be done modulo Ø · ½. A ladder ordering for Ò ½ is, at present, not known.
Ò ¾´ÑÓ µ
In this last case, we pursue the same strategy. We employ three fixed points, ½ ½ , ½ ¾ , and ½ ¿ , with the remaining points associated with elements of Ò ¿ . First we examine the case when Ò ¾´ÑÓ µ, and write Ò Ø · ¾. Then arithmetic is to be done modulo Ø ½. This employs all edges of difference ¦¾ or ¦ modulo 11. The remaining differences satisfy´¦¿µ ¡ ¾ ¦ , and´¦ µ ¡ ¾ ¦½, so we can attach three infinite points as above.
A ladder ordering for Ò ¾¾ is, at present, not known.
Summary
In the sequence of lemmas given, we have proved: In the remaining cases, our ladder orderings come close to realizing this minimum. Ladder orderings establish that the 5-access cost is at most 4.5. When , Ò once again. Ladder orderings in general employ five vertices for six consecutive edges, so that the 6-access cost is at most 5. For ¾ , we do not expect that these results are optimal; we do not address the problem here.
Concluding Remarks
In closing, it is natural to ask whether these orderings actually impact RAID performance. To assess this, we have undertaken simulation studies using raidSim [10] , and found a pronounced effect from ordering. In particular, when writing data blocks across three, four, and five consecutive disks, our performance simulations demonstrate a marked improvement not only of ladder orderings over pessimal ones, but also of ladder orderings over the more typical lexicographic ones. Results are reported in [6] .
